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ABSTRACT 

 This paper present the basic fundamental of value engineering that can be 

implemented in any furniture item which is manufactured in small scale industry. A case 

study of a Computer Work Station (CWS) is discussed in which the material, design of 

components is changed according to the value engineering methodology. In this case study, it 

is observed that the unnecessary increase in cost is due to the use of expensive material, 

increase in variety of hardware items, oversize of material etc. We have selected some parts 

from Computer Work Station i.e. table top, base top (middle), base top (lower) base top 

(side), keyboard base, keyboard side strip, keyboard stopper, steel frame, slider, keyboard 

guide strip with rexin and stud etc. and we have applied value engineering technique for the 

cost reduction of these components of Computer Work Station through calculating the 

Functional coefficient, Cost coefficient and Value coefficient for the cost reduction  of theses 

parts of Computer Work Station. Therefore by Value Engineering technique, Design 

modification and material change for keyboard side strip, steel frame, keyboard base and base 

top (lower) is suggested in this case study and thereby which cost reduction is achieved. 

  

Key words: Value Engineering, Value Coefficient, Function Coefficient, Cost Coefficient, 

Computer Work Station (CWS), Product Improvement. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Lawrence D. Miles established the Value Engineering in the monograph of 

“Techniques of Value Analysis and Engineering” in 1947. In the monograph he pointed out 

that success of a free enterprise in the overall long-term competition lay in continuously 

selling the best value to customers and evoking expected price, and the best value is function 

and cost. Using Value Engineering can help all the departments of a enterprise to determine 

the best scheme that meets all the needs of the customers with the lowest cost. In general, 

15% to 20% or more of the unnecessary costs can be reduced within reducing the value of 

consumers. Since 1978, the theory of Value Engineering was introduced into China, it has 

been widely adopted by many companies and made great economic benefits. With 35 years’ 

practice, the theory and methodology of Value Engineering has been recognized by the 

academic community, especially the business circles, which has been one of the significant 

methods to improve product quality, reduce product cost and increase economic efficiency. 

Research on the influence of technical innovation on business management: LIU Lie-

wei(2010) pointed out that the minor enterprises in China have low level of technology and 

innovation ability, they should set up a corporate culture of innovation core value and 

mechanism of innovation incentive. XU Wen-sheng(1999) pointed out that the influence of 

technological innovation to business management mainly lies on manufacturing activities and 

the main purpose is to reduce the cost, improve the yield and quality, supply material base for 

enterprises to maintain and enhance competitive strength.  
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Meanwhile, many scholars in China have done lots of fruitful work to the application 

of improving product using scientific theories and methods of Value Engineering. 

(1) Research on the basic analysis steps of Value Engineering: Zhou Shu-ling (2008) showed 

that there are 5 steps in Value Engineering Analysis to choose the best scheme as the 

successful bidder. The steps are determining the object of Value Engineering and doing 

functional analysis, calculating the functional coefficient, calculating the cost coefficient, 

calculating the value coefficient and evaluating the scheme, and ordering the value of the 

scheme.  

(2) Research on the effects of Value Engineering: Ren Jie, Zhang Xiao-hua (2008) showed 

that Value Engineering can increase economic efficiency value, help to improve enterprise 

management level, promote combination of technical and economic, soft technology and hard 

technology.  

Value Engineering is a directive significance way to the improvement of the products’ 

cost and function, and there are some disadvantages of the computer work station. Though 

there are researches on the improvement of the computer work station, we put emphasis on 

the aesthetic and design parameters. Through evaluating the improving program, we can see 

that the computer work station improved based on the Value Engineering can solve the 

disadvantage of material used and lacking of different sized material with the cost can be 

reduced. 

 

Theory of Value Engineering 

Value Engineering is a technical and economic method which studies on how to 

achieve the necessary function with the lowest cost. The main idea of Value Engineering is to 

enhance the value of the object through analyzing the function and the cost of the object, the 

core is to analyze the function. 

The formula of calculating the value is V=F/C 

V stands for value coefficient, F stands for functional coefficient, and C stands for 

cost coefficient. 

In principle, we study on the object whose V>1or V<1. If V=1, that suggests the real cost 

matches the function, it is a perfect situation. If V>1, that suggests the cost of the function is 

low or the function is surplus, sometimes it is caused by the high cost of other components. If 

V<1, that suggests the cost is on the high side or the function is insufficient. If V=0, that 

suggests the component can be combined or omitted. 

 

The ABCs of Cost Allocation in the Furniture Industry: Applications in the Furniture 

Industry 

Every manufacturing firm requires allocation of raw materials consumption, labor, 

and overhead expenses to processed goods in order to determine the final manufacturing 

costs. In most industries, manufacturing costs range from 60 to 70 percent of the final sale 

price. Therefore, the need for effective cost allocation systems is vital to control 

manufacturing costs. In manufacturing firms such as the furniture industries, raw materials 

and labor might be assigned directly to a product, process, or activity. However, some 

overhead or indirect costs require the establishment of distributing or cost driving bases to 

allocate them to final goods. 

This publication was developed based on concerns from furniture producers that more 

training in cost accounting methods should be available for practitioners. The paper discusses 

the basics of cost accounting and explains the strengths and weaknesses of two cost 

accounting techniques — the direct method and the activity-based costing (ABC) method — 

using simple examples and applications in the furniture industry. 
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Figure No. 1 

 A class items which represent about 10-15% of the total parts count but account for 

70% of the total product cost  

 B Class items which represent the next 20% of the total parts count and the next 20% 

of the total product costs (for a total of 90%  

 C Class items which represent 70% of the total items, but only about 10% of the total 

cost. 

The Impact of Cost in Manufacturing 

Manufacturing costs including design and engineering activities have critical impacts 

on overall manufacturing costs. Many of the problems encountered in manufacturing can be 

traced back to the design process. In wood products companies such as furniture firms, there 

are many manufacturing problems that arise because of  a bad design.  

Figure 1 shows the behavior of total cost as a function of time (from design to 

manufacturing). As much as 80 percent of total costs is committed during the first 20 percent 

of lead time. However, less than 2 percent of total sales is spent or allocated to design and 

engineering activities in many industries, including wood roducts industries. The lack of 

attention to the design process has harmed the competitiveness and profitability  of the wood 

products industry, which might  have significant savings down the production stream if 

design factors such as engineering, tooling design, finishing, and tolerances were considered 

when designing a new product. 

 
Figure No.2. Product life cycle and relationship with cost (Dorf and Kusiak 1994). 

 

Specific assertions about cost commitment in design are offered by Dorf and Kusiak (1994). 
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• Factors such as quality and lead time are mostly design problems, not manufacturing 

problems. 

• Market loss by U.S. companies is primarily due to design deficiencies. 

• Many technical problems associated with manufacturing  are traceable to design problems. 

• The best opportunities to compete in the global marketplace are found in engineering 

design. 

 

Elements of Product Cost 

Cost can be classified depending on the financial format used for reporting. For 

manufacturing companies, cost is usually reported based on product cost. Under this 

reporting format, the cost needs to be broken out into direct materials, direct labor, and 

overhead/indirect costs (figure 3). 

Direct materials costs are directly linked to a product, activity, or process and 

sometimes are the largest portion of the total costs. Direct materials can be raw materials or 

subassemblies as well. Direct labor cost refers to all employees that worked in the 

manufacturing of a product; they can be allocated by activity, product, or process as well. 

Collecting direct labor cost information might require intensive use of information 

technologies, and these costs are a major driver for business strategy in value-added wood 

products industries such as the furniture industry, which is very labor intensive. 

For either direct materials or direct labor costs, information systems are critical to 

properly collect the required data. In some instances, firms use paper forms to trace direct 

materials and direct labor for a product, activity, or process. Others use more advanced 

information technologies, such as bar code readers, radio frequency identification (RFID), or 

similar tools.  

All other manufacturing costs that cannot be classified or traced back to the product, 

activity, or process are considered “indirect costs” or “overhead”; these might  include labor, 

materials, or supplies. Because overhead costs cannot be directly allocated to a product, 

activity, or process, a cost driver is needed to allocate the cost into a “cost pool.” A cost pool 

is a collection of indirect costs assigned to a cost object (machine hours, units produced, etc.). 

Some examples of indirect costs/overhead in a wood products industry include glue, paint, 

sandpaper, tooling, electricity, hardware, insurance, water, administrative salaries, and 

energy.   

 
Figure No.3. Product cost elements (Hicks 2005). 
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Computer Work Station 

 
Figure No. 4. 

 

Flow Process Chart for production of Computer work station 

a) M.S. Square  and Rectangular Pipe 

 Pipe store Waste steel Cut Piece (scrap) 

 

 

 

Cutting     Drilling     Bur Removing   Welding   Grinding     Painting    Inspection of Frame 

b) Board 

                  Board Store               Waste Board Cut Pieces 

 

 

 

Cutting          Edge Binding    Sub fitting                              Inspection of  
        board                                    of Keyboard Sub Assembly        material      

 

 

c) Final Product 

 

 

  Storage               Packing       Inspection of  Assembly of  

(Ready for  Complete                   Complete 

Dispatch) Work Station          Work Station 
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Value Engineering Analysis of The Computer Work Station 

1. Distribution of cost 

The computer work station consists of table top, base top (middle), base top (lower) 

base top (side), keyboard base, keyboard side strip, keyboard stopper, steel frame, slider, 

keyboard guide strip with rexin and stud is 255.99, 69.93, 43.68, 102.58, 62.26, 13.65, 9.27, 

348.91,50.71, 45.88 and 48.61 according to priority. Each cost of components divided by the 

total cost of the computer work station can we get the proportion of total costs of each 

components, then cumulate the proportion of total costs of each components one by one can 

we get the cumulative proportion of total costs. According to above process, we can calculate 

the result of ABC analysis of the computer work station, as table 1 shows. 

According to the principle of classification, if cumulative proportion of total costs of 

the component is between 60%-70%, the component is classified as the A classification, if it 

is between 15%-20%, the component is classified as the B classification, and if it is near 

10%, the component is classified as the C classification.  

2. Analyzing of function 

The basic function of the computer work station is to hold the all parts computer 

system, and the secondary function is easy to handle, durable and with a beautiful 

appearance. Through analysis of function of each component, we define the function of table 

top is to support the computer, base top (middle) is to support the printer, base top (lower) is 

to support the UPS, base top (side) is to support the CPU, keyboard base is to support 

keyboard, keyboard side strip is to hold slider, keyboard stopper is to restrict extra 

movement, steel frame is to hold top, the function of slider is to hold keyboard, keyboard 

guide strip with rexin is to provide comfort and stud is to support weight and leveling. The 

function definition of computer work station’ component is shown in table 2. 

3. Functional evaluation 

3.1 Defining the functional coefficient 

(1) Defining functional importance coefficient:  

Calculating the importance coefficient using absolute evaluation method which asks 6 

operators to grade for each function. Sum up the grade of each function given by the 6 

operators, and then calculate the importance coefficient using the total grade of each function 

given by the 6 operators to divide by the total grade of the computer work station. 

The grade given by operators and the result of calculating the functional importance 

coefficient are just like table 3 shown. From the result, we can see that functional importance 

coefficient of support the computer is 31.17%, functional importance coefficient of easy to 

handle is 17.67%, functional importance coefficient of durable is 26%, functional importance 

coefficient of beautiful appearance is 25.17%.  

(2) Calculating the functional evaluation coefficient of key components 

Asks 6 operators to grade for each function of each component, the total grade of each 

function is 100, which is shown in table 4. Then calculate the functional coefficient of each 

component shown in table 5 by multiplying functional importance coefficient which is shown 

in table 3 and the functional proportion coefficient which is shown in table 4. From the result 

we can see that functional evaluation coefficient of table top, base top (middle), base top 

(lower) base top (side), keyboard base, keyboard side strip, keyboard stopper, steel frame, 

slider, keyboard guide strip with rexin and stud is 0.2438, 0.0666, 0.0416, 0.0977, 0.013, 

0.00883, 0.3323, 0.483, 0.0437 and 0.0463. 

3.2 Defining the cost coefficient 

Calculating the cost coefficient of the 11 key components according to their current cost, the 

result is shown in table 6. From the result we can see that the cost coefficient of table top, 

base top (middle), base top (lower) base top (side), keyboard base, keyboard side strip, 
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keyboard stopper, steel frame, slider, keyboard guide strip with rexin and stud is 0.2261, 

0.0628, 0.0527, 0.0427, 0.0770, 0.0276, 0.0067, 0.4648, 0.0209, 0.008327 and 0.0100.  

3.3 Calculating the value coefficient 

The 11 key components’ value coefficient can be calculated according to functional 

evaluation coefficient table (table 5) and cost coefficient table (table 6), which as table 7 

shown, in order to determine the target of improvement. The value coefficient of table top, 

base top (middle), base top (lower) base top (side), keyboard base, keyboard side strip, 

keyboard stopper, steel frame, slider, keyboard guide strip with rexin and stud is 1.0783, 

1.0605, 0.07894, 2.2880, 0.7701, 0.4710, 1.3179, 0.7149, 2.9330, 5.2210 and 4.63. So the 

order of the components to be improved is keyboard side strip, steel frame, keyboard base, 

base top (lower), base top (middle), table top, keyboard stopper, base top (side) , slider, stud, 

and finally keyboard guide strip with rexin.  

3.4 Result of value Analysis 

According to the value coefficient of the 11 key components shown in table 7, we can come 

to a conclusion: 

(1) Keyboard side strip, Steel frame, Keyboard base and Base top (lower) are the main 

components need to be improved, for their value coefficients are less than 1, which means the 

function are too less or the cost are too much. 

(2) Table top, base top (middle) and keyboard stopper need not to be improved for their value 

coefficients are close to 1 which means the function and the cost are nearly the same. 

(3) The coefficients of Base top (Side), slider, keyboard guide strip with rexin and stud are 

more than 1, which means the cost is already lower compared with function that has already 

met the needs. And in this condition, Base top (Side), slider, keyboard guide strip with rexin 

and stud are not the target of value analysis, we may neglect the analysis of them. 
 

Table-1 

      ABC Analysis of  the Computer work station 

       
Name of 

Component 
No. 

Proportion 

of the 

Total No.  

Current 

Cost in 

Rs. 

Proportion 

of Total 

Cost 

Cumulative 

proportion 

of total cost 

Classifi-

cation 

Table Top 1 6.25% 270 22.61 22.61 A 

Base table 

(Middle) 
1 6.25% 75 6.28 28.89 B 

Base Top (Lower) 1 6.25% 63 5.28 34.17 B 

Base Top (Side) 1 6.25% 51 4.27 38.44 B 

Keyboard base 1 6.25% 92 7.71 46.15 A 

Keyboard side 

strip 
2 12.50% 33 2.76 48.91 C 

Keyboard stopper 1 6.25% 8 0.67 49.58 C 

Steel frame 1 6.25% 555 46.48 96.06 A 

Slider 2 12.50% 25 2.09 98.15 B 

Keyboard guide 

strip with rexin 
1 6.25% 10 0.84 98.99 C 

Stud 4 25.00% 12 1.01 100 C 

 Total 16 100% 1194 100     
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                 Graph No. 1 

 

Table-2 

Function Definition of Computer Work Station Components 

  Name of Part (Component)  Function Definition 

Table Top Support Computer 

Base Top (Middle) Support Printer 

Base Top (Lower) Support Ups 

Base Top (Side) Support CPU 

Keyboard base Support Keyboard 

Keyboard side strip Hold Slider 

Keyboard stopper Restrict Extra Movement 

steel frame Hold Top 

Slider Hold Keyboard 

Keyboard guide strip with rexin Provide Comfort 

stud Support  Weight 

Table-3 

        Calculation of the Functional Coefficient  
     

         Function of 

Computer work 

station  

Expert Rating 
General 

Comment  

Score 

Functional 

Importance  

Coefficient A B C D E F 

Support the 

Computer 35 30 40 32 25 25 187 31.17% 

Easy to handle 20 15 18 14 17 22 106 17.67% 

Durable 25 30 22 25 28 26 156 26% 

Beautiful 

Appearance 20 25 20 29 30 27 151 25.17% 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 600 100 
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Table-4 

    Functional Distribution of the key Component of Computer work station 

     

Name of  Component 
Functional Items 

Support the 

Computer 

Easy to 

handle Durable 

Beautiful 

Appearance 

Table Top 30 20 20 25 

Base Top (Middle) 5 0 10 10 

Base Top (Lower) 5 0 5 5 

Base Top (Side) 15 0 10 10 

Keyboard base 5 10 5 5 

Keyboard side strip 0 0 5 0 

Keyboard stopper 0 5 0 0 

Steel frame 35 25 30 40 

Slider 0 20 5 0 

Keyboard guide strip with 

rexin 0 10 5 5 

Stud 5 10 5 0 

Total 100 100 100 100 

 

 

 
 

Graph No. 2 
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Table-5 

Functional Evaluation Coefficient of the key Components of Computer work station 
 

Name of  Component 

Functional Items Functional  

Evaluation 

Coefficient 
Support the 

Computer 

Easy to 

handle 
Durable 

Beautiful 

Appearance 

Table Top 0.0935 0.0353 0.052 0.063 0.2438 

Base Top (Middle) 0.0156 0 0.026 0.025 0.0666 

Base Top (Lower) 0.0156 0 0.013 0.013 0.0416 

Base Top (Side) 0.0467 0 0.026 0.025 0.0977 

Keyboard base 0.0156 0.0177 0.013 0.013 0.0593 

Keyboard side strip 0 0 0.013 0 0.013 

Keyboard stopper 0 0.00883 0 0 0.00883 

Steel frame 0.1091 0.0442 0.078 0.101 0.3323 

Slider 0 0.0353 0.013 0 0.0483 

Keyboard guide strip 

with rexin 0 0.0177 0.013 0.013 0.0437 

Stud 0.0156 0.0177 0.013 0 0.0463 

Total 0.3117 0.1767 0.26 0.2517 1 

 

 

 

 
Graph No. 3 
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Table-6 

Cost Coefficient of Components 

   
Name of  Component Cost in Rs. Cost Coefficient 

Table Top 270.00 0.2261 

Base Top (Middle) 75.00 0.0628 

Base Top (Lower) 63.00 0.0527 

Base Top (Side) 51.00 0.0427 

Keyboard base 92.00 0.077 

Keyboard side strip 33.00 0.0276 

Keyboard stopper 8.00 0.0067 

Steel frame 555.00 0.4648 

Slider 25.00 0.0209 

Keyboard guide strip with rexin 10.00 0.00837 

Stud 12.00 0.01 

Total 1194.00 1 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Graph No. 4 
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Table-7 

    Value Coefficient of  Components 
        

Name of  

Component 

Functional 

Evaluation 

Coefficient  (F) 

Cost 

Coefficient 

(C) 

Value 

Coefficient 

(V)=F/C 

Order of 

Improvement 

Table Top 0.2438 0.2261 1.0783 6 

Base Top (Middle) 0.0666 0.0628 1.0605 5 

Base Top (Lower) 0.0416 0.0527 0.7894 4 

Base Top (Side) 0.0977 0.0427 2.288 8 

Keyboard base 0.0593 0.077 0.7701 3 

Keyboard side strip 0.013 0.0276 0.471 1 

Keyboard stopper 0.00883 0.0067 1.3179 7 

Steel frame 0.3323 0.4648 0.7149 2 

Slider 0.0483 0.0209 2.933 9 

Keyboard guide strip 

with rexin 0.0437 0.00837 5.221 11 

Stud 0.0463 0.01 4.63 10 

 

Table-8 

      Target Cost of Components  
    

       

Name of  

Component 

Functional 

Evaluation 

Coefficient  

(F) 

Component 

Cost in Rs. 

Cost 

Coefficient 

(C) 

Value 

Coefficient 

(V)=F/C 

Target 

Cost in 

Rs. 

Amount of 

Cost 

Reduction 

Table Top 0.2438 270 0.2261 1.0783 255.99 +14.01 

Base Top (Middle) 0.0666 75 0.0628 1.0605 69.93 +5.07 

Base Top (Lower) 0.0416 63 0.0527 0.7894 43.68 +19.32 

Base Top (Side) 0.0977 51 0.0427 2.288 102.58 -51.58 

Keyboard base 0.0593 92 0.077 0.7701 62.26 +29.74 

Keyboard side 

strip 0.013 
33 

0.0276 0.471 13.65 +19.35 

Keyboard stopper 0.00883 8 0.0067 1.3179 9.27 -1.27 

Steel frame 0.3323 555 0.4648 0.7149 348.91 +206.09 

Slider 0.0483 25 0.0209 2.933 50.71 -25.71 

Keyboard guide 

strip with rexin 0.0437 
10 

0.00837 5.221 45.88 -35.88 

Stud 0.0463 12 0.01 4.63 48.61 -36.61 

 Total 1 1194 1   1050 144 
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Graph No. 5 

 

Conclusion and Improving Suggestion 

The analysis of value engineering suggests that we the computer work station can be  

improved according to the order of keyboard side strip, steel  frame, keyboard base, base top 

(lower), base top (middle), table top, keyboard stopper, base  top (side), slider, stud and 

keyboard guide with rexin, in order to meet the need and reduce the cost. 
 

Improving program evaluation 

According to the conclusion the benefit of improvement and use of proper material 

the cost of improved computer table can be reduced to Rs.1050/- per piece. Therefore fix a 

target cost of Rs. 1050/-, then calculate the target reduction of each part, cost which is shown 

in table 8 through multipling functional evaluation coefficient and total target cost. 

From the result, we can see the target cost (in Rs.) of table top, base top (middle), base top 

(lower) base top (side), keyboard base, keyboard side strip, keyboard stopper, steel frame, 

slider, keyboard guide strip with rexin and stud is 255.99, 69.93, 43.68, 102.58, 62.26, 13.65, 

9.27, 348.91,50.71, 45.88 and 48.61. Compared to the real cost, we can see that the cost of 

keyboard base, steel frame and keyboard side strip can separately be cut down 29.74, 206.09 

and 19.35, which can be achieved by the appliance of new sized  material and new 

technology. The cost of keyboard is nearly the same before which means existing technology 

and improved technology are nearly the same and need not to be improved. The current cost 

of base (side), slider, keyboard guide strip with rexin and stud are obviously lower than 

improved cost, which means existing technology is better than improved technology, also 

need not to be improved. Also compared to the real cost, we can see that the cost of table top, 

base top (middle), base top (lower) can separately be cut down to 255.99, 69.93 and 43.68 

which can be achieved by the application of new sized material and new technology. 

Through evaluating the improving program, we can see that the computer work station 

improved based on the Value Engineering can solve the disadvantage of material used and 

lacking of different sized material, with the cost can be reduced to Rs.1050/-.  
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